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Token swaps on Coinswap are a simple way to trade one BEP-20 token for 
another via automated liquidity pools

Click on “Connect Wallet” on the top right of the navigation bar.

After the connection is successful, you will see your wallet address.

Note: if you haven’t installed Metamask 
wallet chrome extension yet please do so 
or you can use any other wallet from the 
list

Coinswap’s liquidity pools allow users to provide liquidity through 
LP Manager and earn share of 0.17% on every trade.

Coinwap provides you with various yield farming pools. We incentivize many 
liquidity pairs by offering our LPs the option to stake their CS-LP  
(Coinswap Liquidity Provider) tokens in our farms.

At CSS Stake, users can stake their CSS tokens, and get rewarded in CSS and in 
other tokens i.e. LINK

What is better marketing than word-of-mouth! To thank you for bringing CSS to 
the community, we are glad to introduce the Referral solution in Coinswap incen-
tivized Protocol.

CERTIK audit Safety is the top priority

Coinswap official documentation for users and developers

Social media directory 
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Swap/Exchange

Choose the token you hold and the token you want to exchange it for. After you 
enter the amount and system will automatically calculate the corresponding 
amount of the other token, then press „Swap”

Transaction has been submitted please Add token to Metamask list

Press „Add Token”

The swap is completed when this message is 
displayed at the top of the page.

Check the details for your transaction in the confirmation window,  
then press „Confirm Swap”

The swap requires confirmation from your wallet.  
Please press “Confirm” in the Metamask pop-up 
window.

Price impact: the difference between the market 
price and estimated price due to trade size

Liquidity Provider Fee: For each trade a 0.2% fee 
is paid. 0.17% goes to LIQUIDITY PROVIDERS and 
0.03% goes to Coinswap.

Liquidity Provider Fee: This amount will be shared 
with LIQUIDITY PROVIDERS accordingly to pool 
share

If Binance Smart Chain network is congested, you can speed 
up your transaction by increasing the Gas Price (Gwei)
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https://app.coinswap.space/#/swap
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Providing Liquidity

Choose „LP Manager” at the top menu and click „Add Liquidity”
Adding liquidity requires  
confirmation from your wallet,  
press „Confirm” in the Metamask pop-up 
window.

Choose two tokens you want to add liquidity to and enter the 
number of funds you want to add, then click “Supply”. After successful operation, LP Tokens will be displayed  

at the bottom of LP manager menu

Press „Confirm to supply” in the confirmation window

Note: If liquidity already exist, when you enter the 
amount of a token, the platform will calculate the 
corresponding amount of the other token based on 
the relative price of the token pair in that pool.

If you are the first liquidity provider, you have to 
choose the tokens ratio.

Note:

To maximise the REWARDS from transaction  
fees (0.17%), we need to have THE HIGHEST  
PERCENTAGE SHARE of the pool, i.e. 97.41%

Share of the pool indicates the REWARDS PERCENTAGE 
of transaction fee (0.17%)
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https://app.coinswap.space/#/lpmanager
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Removing Liquidity

In LP Manager find Your Liquidity  
and press drop down to expand the menu

Choose the amount of liquidity  
(from 0% to 100%) you want to remove,  
then press “Remove”.

Press „Confirm” in a confirmation window. 
This operation requires confirmation from 
your wallet, press „Confirm”  
in the Metamask pop-up window

Liquidity is successfully removed,  
when at the top of the menu this message 
is displayed.

To remove the liquidity pool press „Remove”

Press “Approve” 
This operation requires signature from your 
wallet, press „Sign” in the Metamask pop-up 
window.
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https://app.coinswap.space/#/lpmanager
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Yield Farming 
To start you have to add the Liquidity first and create LP Token

Choose the farming pool for your  
LP Token and open the drop down menu

Successful LP staking will display amount  
of LP Tokens “Current on Farm”

Mass Harvest - Harvest all of your pending  
balance in the same transaction.

Mass Stake Rewards - Stakes all of your  
pending balance into staking pool

Harvest - Harvest your pending balance

Stake Reward - Stakes your pending balance  
into staking pool

(-) button - removes your LP Token from  
farming pool

(+) button - adds extra LP Tokens  
to farming poolPress “Approve Contract”

This operation requires confirmation  
from your wallet, press „Confirm”  
in the Metamask pop-up window

Press “Stake LP”

Either type in the amount of LP token you would like  
to stake or press “Max” and than “Confirm”
This operation requires confirmation from your wallet,  
press „Confirm” in the Metamask pop-up window
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https://master.coinswap.space/farm


Stake & Referral

Choose the Staking pool for your Token and 
open the drop down menu, than press “Stake”

Either type in the amount of tokens you would 
like to stake or press “Max” and than “Confirm”
This operation requires confirmation from your 
wallet, press „Confirm” in the Metamask pop-up 
window

Refer a Friend and get 15% Bonus of your 
friend reward,  
extra minted when reward is harvested.  
It does not reduce the deposit  
or the referrer’s reward.

Successful Token staking will display amount of 
Tokens “Current Staking”

Harvest - Harvest your pending balance
Compound - re-stake your pending balance  
into staking pool
(-) button - removes your Token from staking 
pool
(+) button - adds extra Tokens to staking pool
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https://master.coinswap.space/staking
https://master.coinswap.space/referral

